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SYSTEM ENHANCEMENTS:

Good News! We have made order entry enhancements to the Davis Vision 
Provider Portal and the Latham order entry systems. These enhancements will 
streamline the order entry process, and help ensure that Davis Vision members 
receive stylish, functional eyewear that provides optimal visual acuity in a timely 
manner. Keep in mind, not every prescription can be processed in every frame. 
Frame and lens selections can dramatically impact the customer’s visual acuity 
and comfort.

WHAT ARE THE LIMITATION HARD STOPS
IN THE SYSTEMS?

Rx Recommendation Warning Prompts:
The warning prompt indicates why the Rx entry isn’t recommended, and 
what range is considered acceptable. The provider or associate may 
choose to disregard the message and proceed with the order if desired.

Frame, Lens, Rx Limitation Hard Stops:
The systems don’t allow entry of specific frame, lens and Rx 
combinations. The provider or associate cannot proceed with the order 
without making a change and correcting the issue.

Ensure that the frame and lens
combination ordered is 
compatible with the customer’s Rx

Ensure the eyewear is cosmetically 
appealing

Ensure that the manufacturing
facility can fabricate the eyewear as 
ordered

Reduce the number of remakes 
that cause delays

Enhance customer satisfaction by 
reducing turn around-time and 
delivering quality eyewear the first 
time 

These system enhancements have 
been implemented in order to:
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Lens Type Minimum Seg / 
Fit Height

Bifocals: 12mm

Trifocals: 18mm

Progressives:

Varilux Physio 17mm

Varilux New Comfort 17mm

Varilux Physio Short 14mm

Essilor Ovation 17mm

Essilor Natural 18mm
Younger Image 18mm

MyFocal HD 14, 16, 18mm

Shamir InTouch 15, 18mm

SEG / FIT HEIGHT GUIDELINES FRAME MEASUREMENTS & DECENTRATION

RX RECOMMENDATIONS FOR DECENTRATION

A
B

DBL

Vertical Geometric 
Center = B : 2

Frame PD = A + DBL

Decentration = 
Frame PD - Customer PD

Refer to Lens Vendor guidelines for 
unlisted progressives.

ATTENTION PROVIDERS -
NEW FRAME PROCESSING PARAMETERS

Davis Vision has made changes regarding our manufacturing, 
order entry and frame processing procedures. We have listed 
out guidelines and parameters in the following document. 
Should you have any questions, please call us at
1 (800) 773-2847.

FPP_062717
Processing Parameters

For All Frame Types Except Sport Wraps:
Plano to ±2.00 = 16mm (8mm mono)
±2.00 to ±4.00 = 10mm (5mm mono)
±4.00 to ±6.00 = 6mm (3mm mono)

±6.00 & above = Fit as close to center as possible

 For Sport Wraps:
8mm Horz

5mm Vertical
Horizontal

Decentration

For All Frame Types:
Specified Optical Center (OC) should be within 5mm of the geometric center

(B Measurement : 2) of the frame
Vertical

Decentration

HD Digital
Progressive Fitting Guide

Fitting Progressive Lenses

Davis Vision Ultra Progressive Rx Parameters

Pre-adjust the frame and place on the customer.

Dot the demo lens in the center of the customer’s pupil.

Place the dot over the fitting cross on the diagram.

Verify that the frame cut-out falls completely within the

diameter circle of the lens blank for the material required.

- If the frame cut-out does not fit within the lens diameter,

  select a different (smaller) frame.

Verify that both dashed horizontal lines on the diagram fit

within the frame eye-wire (with no less than half the near 

circle as shown).

- If the dashed lines do not fit inside the frame, readjust the

  fit or select a larger frame.
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NOTES:

 - All progressives provide full reading and intermediate areas when fitted correctly.

 - It’s generally recommended for adequate distance, frames allow a minimum of 10mm above the fitting

   cross (e.g. 10mm above the fitting cross + 18mm minimum fitting height = minimum frame ‘B’

   measurement of 28mm).

Distance reference
point

Fitting cross

Prism reference point

Reference engravings

Near reference point

MyFocal   HD Plastic 14, 16, 18™

™

™

Note: Shamir InTouch parameters to be used on separate Fitting Guide

Sphere Cylinder Total Power Prism Add Power

MyFocal   HD Poly 14, 16, 18

MyFocal   HD Hi-Index 1.67 14, 16, 18
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Shamir InTouch   Plastic 15, 18

Shamir InTouch   Poly 15, 18

Shamir InTouch   Hi-Index 1.67 15, 18
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There are lens material 
and Rx limitations for 
drill-mount frames, and 
Rx limitations for sport 
wrap frames. The systems 
don’t allow entry of 
lenses with both a tint 
and AR coating. Refer to 
this document for 
additional frame param-
eter information.

FRAME PROCESSING
PARAMETERS

HD DIGITIAL PROG. 
FITTING GUIDE

Davis Vision Ultra 
Progressive Lenses Rx 
Ranges – You cannot 
exceed the Rx range 
limitations for specific 
progressive lenses. Refer 
to this document for 
additional progressive 
lens Rx parameter 
information.
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